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By theBook

Classic meets comfort in a Concord Cape decorated by designer
and best-selling author Erin Gates. BY MARNI ELYSE KATZ
P H OTO G R A P H S BY M I C H A E L J . L E E

RIN GATES IS A REAL ESTATE junkie. Several years ago, the Newton-based designer,
blogger, and author fell hard for a house in
Concord. She and her husband had been exploring the area, imagining a calmer country
life, when she saw it. “I nearly did a tuck-androll out of the moving vehicle,” she recalls.
Gates didn’t buy the house, but a few
months later, the home’s new owner e-mailed
her inquiring about interior design services.
The clients, ﬁrst-time homeowners and young parents, asked Gates to
furnish the ﬁve-bedroom house, which had been renovated before hitting
the market. They wanted it to be comfortable yet tailored, to reﬂect their
classic taste. Gates, whose second book, Elements of Family Style: Elegant
Spaces for Everyday Life, hits stores April 2, jumped at the opportunity.
The family uses the mudroom off the garage, but guests enter through
a foyer in the original portion of the Cape-style house, which was built in
1933 and later expanded. Taking cues from the barrel ceiling and old-fashioned hardware on the door, Gates mixed antique furniture and vintage
rugs with wallpaper in a funky oversize pattern. “The wife absolutely loves
wallpaper,” she says.
The scheme gives a taste of what’s to come. “They’re young but very

Left: This cozy corner of the living room is one of designer Erin Gates’s
favorite spots in the house. Facing page: The Colefax and Fowler Casimir pillow fabric was the jumping-off point in the living room. The sofa is
upholstered in family-friendly Schumacher performance linen.
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The Hua Trees mural wallpaper by Sian Zeng covers
two walls in the nursery.
Aside from the antique
brass ﬁnished iron crib from
RH Baby & Child, “Nothing
is very juvenile, so she can
keep it forever or repurpose
elsewhere,” says Gates.
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rooted in traditional design, so we weren’t going to do anything crazy,”
Gates says. She used a light, airy palette in the formal rooms. “I wanted it
to feel soothing,” she says of the living room. “It’s important that parents
have a retreat where they can enjoy a glass of wine together.” Grass-cloth
wallcovering warms the long, narrow
space, in which she positioned a pair of
In the family room, Gates
tailored but cushy sofas back-to-back to
create two seating areas. One faces the
replaced the existing
ﬁreplace, the other built-in bookshelves
sofa with a clean-lined
lined with wallpaper in a pattern insectional and a leather
spired by Florentine endpapers. “Everything looks great against it,” Gates says.
ottoman. “They serve
French doors lead to the wood-paneled
their purpose and look
study, grounded with a richly patterned
good doing it.”
Persian rug and amped up with royal
blue velvet swivel chairs. The antique
partners desk was a client request. The
wife, who is the daughter of two lawyers-turned-writers, loves a substantial
work surface and often collaborates with colleagues here.
In the dining room, Louis XVI-style chairs from Ballard Designs, custom
upholstered in luscious moss green velvet, add zing. The sheen plays off
the faceted crystal chandelier that the wife bought before hiring Gates. The
designer says, “I told her, ‘We’ll just roll with it.’” The scenic mural, howev-

Top: In the family room, the Keaton sofa from Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams is
upholstered in an outdoor fabric and holds pillows in global-inﬂuenced patterns.
Above: A landscape painting by Bethanne Cople, from Huff Harrington in Atlanta,
hangs above the ﬁreplace in the study, and a ceramic lamp with a brushstroke pattern by Bunny Williams Home brightens the desk.
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er, is a Gates signature: She says the room called out for one. Unlike many
other hand-painted murals, this one is printed on canvas. “Kids can run up
to it covered in jelly,” she says. “Just wipe it with a wet cloth.”
In the family room, where the homeowners spend most of their time, the
scheme is equal parts comfortable and tailored. Gates replaced the existing
sofa with a clean-lined sectional and a leggy leather ottoman. “They serve
their purpose and look good doing it,” she says. The blues and reds from
the study make an appearance on this end of the house, punching up the
neutral backdrop. The husband lobbied for color, speciﬁcally for red, a chal-
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lenge Gates says she enjoyed because it took her out of her comfort zone.
She spruced up the casual eating area that sits just beyond a half wall of
toy-ﬁlled shelving by hanging a linear lantern with an aged iron ﬁnish over
the existing farm table. On the new gallery wall, small artwork mixes with
tokens from family travels. “I love working with people’s memories,” Gates
says.
The designer worked magic in the guest bedrooms and master suite.
Strategic applications of color, pattern, and texture using wallpaper, rugs,
custom pillows, and other small pieces supplement the couple’s early bed

and dresser purchases—matching
sets that posed a challenge.
The kids’ bedrooms—the couInterior Design: Erin Gates Design,
ple’s son is now 4, and they have a
eringatesdesign.com
14-month-old daughter—were a place
Draperies and Pillows: Makkas
to get a little whimsical. Honoring
Drapery Workroom, makkasdrapthe husband’s penchant for retro Wes
ery.com
Anderson ﬂavor, Gates used Hygge
Wallpaper Hanger: Commercial
& West Serengeti wallpaper with orWallcoverings of Cape Cod, commerange cheetahs, which the little boy
cialwallcoveringsofcapecod.com
says good night to at bedtime. A Moroccan-style rug, kilim poufs, and a
steamer trunk nightstand round out
the explorer theme. Meanwhile, dreamy pink mural wallpaper the mom
spotted before she was even pregnant decorates the nursery.
The homeowners love how cohesive the classic, comfortable design feels.
Gates says, “If I couldn’t live there, decorating it was the next best thing.”

[ RESOURCES ]

Marni Elyse Katz is a frequent contributor to the Globe Magazine.
Send comments to magazine@globe.com.
Far left: Between the beds from Room & Board in the son’s bedroom is a photo of a
baby giraffe from The Animal Print Shop by Sharon Montrose. Top left: Jaipur Plain
wallpaper by Zoffany lines the back of the bookshelves in the living room. Bottom
left: An abstract painting by New Orleans-based artist Mallory Page is a contemporary contrast to the Delft mural wallcovering by Susan Harter in the dining room.
Right: Gates added the Darlana lantern by Visual Comfort and created a gallery
wall in the eating area adjacent to the family room.

GetThatLook: 5Designer Secrets
Erin Gates’s second book, Elements of Family Style:
Elegant Spaces for Everyday Life, overﬂows with
decorating advice, personal tidbits, and photographs of rooms designed by Gates and others with
similar sensibilities.
Gates shares ﬁve strategies she used to decorate the Concord home.
Well Matched
For a back-to-back sofa arrangement, models with
straight, ﬂat backs work best. If the backs are slanted,
add stools or end tables (or one of each) to conceal the
gap. Avoid sofas with rolled backs, which create a wide
tunnel. That said, Gates notes, “It makes an awesome
hiding place for kids.”
Measure for Measure
Gates advises clients to splurge on custom drapes. “The
proper pleat and perfect length make all the difference,”
she says. She suggests choosing a neutral solid, perhaps
with decorative trim, for longevity.

Mirror, Mirror
Swapping out mirrors and light ﬁxtures is an easy way to
add pep to powder rooms. For hard-to-come-by sizes,
visit a frame shop. Gates had a skinny mirror made at
Frame It in Waban for a powder room in the Concord
house.
Double Layers
Layering rugs adds texture, dimension, and ﬂexibility. The
Concord homeowners fell in love with a vintage rug from
Etsy for the family room, but it wasn’t quite large enough.
Gates layered it over a wool Berber that ﬁts the space.
Made in the Shade
A custom lampshade is a bespoke touch that doesn’t require a big investment. “Use fabric left over from pillows
or drapery,” says Gates. She did just that for the sconces
in the Concord dining room.
— M.E.K.
Left: Galbraith & Paul Lotus wallpaper
brightens the guest room off the study.
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